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Remember the Foundation of the Connection 
 
Heartmath 
 
Horse Wisdom 
Oxytocin, amongst other hormones; is known to be produced by the heart.  
Oxytocin is the love or bonding hormone that promotes the desire to connect 
with another.  Horses move fluidly into and out of connections with other horses 
and people in a very authentic way. 
It has been measured that the heart rate and pattern of a horse and person- after 
spending a little time with each other- actually began to synchronize to match 
the one with the most coherent state.  This would make sense as to why horses 
work with consensual leadership, as the one who is the calmest and clearest out 
of the group would be the one who would be demonstrating the most coherent 
heart pattern; attracting others desiring to feel more at peace with their world to 
come close and synchronize with him/her. 
Due to the innate trust in the guidance received through sensations and 
emotions; horses and other animals naturally move in a way that releases 
unwanted physical tension left over from the effects of the fight, flight, freeze 
response created in the body to deal with a real threat.  They may roll, yawn or 
shake, run, leap or buck to release the adrenalin and tension that was not utilized 
for survival.  It is natures way of cleansing the body of chemicals that if not 
released become toxic.  In this way a state of harmony can be reached more 
quickly, followed by feelings of comfort and wellbeing. 
 

People 
The change in emotional intensity that occurs during the Body Scan and EMC 
process directly affects the heart rhythm from the unhealthy erratic pattern of 
intensified feelings towards the healthy pattern (that others- horses and people- 
feel drawn to connect with) created when the nervous system is working in 
harmony with itself.  
Sometimes it is not immediately possible to physically move away from a 
situation or person that we feel uncomfortable about, but with the EMC, the 
emotional process can be a nomadic one even if for now we need to remain in 
situ. For instance if I’m sitting at a desk in my workplace and I feel stressed about 
the prospect of losing my job and the impact it will have on my family, my body 
will be responding from a mammalian part of the brain that is preparing it with 
the fuel for the sole purpose of fighting or fleeing from the threat.  Sat at my desk, 
if I were to take either one of these options then I would lose my job for sure; my 
mammalian brain doesn’t recognize that but of course my socially adept human 
brain does.  The battle that is occurring between both trains of thought is 
reflected in my heart pattern.  My sympathetic nervous system wants my heart 
to beat faster to up the fuel levels in my muscles and enable the most effective 
action to be taken: at the same time though my parasympathetic nervous system 
kicks in to slow it down as my body is not actually moving to expend the energy 



being pumped around it.  This creates a great strain on all of my physiological 
systems. 
To alleviate this disorder I must be willing to be decisive and make changes that 
move towards a state of harmony with the present moment (EMC – Go Back to 
Grazing) in order to be able to think and make plans towards stabilizing the 
future for my family and myself.  Sat at my desk, my only means towards a 
solution is to think and plan: if I am in survival mode though the part of my brain 
needed to process information cannot be accessed.  The Body Scan can begin by 
bringing me into the present moment rather than fearfully projecting my 
thoughts into the future (often mistaken for planning but actually hyper 
vigilance which still engages the mammalian brain).  The EMC activates the part 
of my brain designed for thinking and planning.  The Heartmath knowledge 
offers me a physiologically valid reason to go through the process of change; 
whether that means to immediately change my circumstances or to come to a 
place of acceptance of (not resignation to) the present moment by changing my 
perception of it before trying to access a solution.   Only on the other side of this 
personal process is the creative mind given the space to run free in search for 
inspirational ideas, which will give me the energy and to actually move from my 
unsatisfactory employment to a job that more fully meets my needs. 
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